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SYLLABUS

III B.COM. - V SEMESTER BCMCMC 335 : BUSINESS LAW

Hours per week: 05 72 hrs : No of Credits: 03

 Instruction:
It is a theoretical subject to be taught with suitable examples and
special reference to case laws.
Learning Outcomes:
Upon studying the subject, the student will be able to -

1. Demonstrate a basic understanding of the laws relating to
Contract, Information Technology and Intellectual Property
Rights.

2. Develop acceptable attitudes and view points with respect of
legal environment of business.

3. Apply basic knowledge acquired to business transactions in
their career ahead.

Unit I: Introduction 12 Hours
Meaning of Law, meaning of Mercantile Law, sources of
Mercantile Law
Indian Contract Act, 1872 - Meaning of contract, essentials
of a valid contract
Classification of contract based on validity, creation and
performance

Unit II: Offer, Acceptance, Consideration, Contractual Capacity
12 Hours

Offer - Meaning, legal rules and termination Acceptance -
Meaning, and legal rules. Lawful Consideration - Meaning,
legal rules, privity of contract (stranger to contract) with
exceptions. Exceptions to the rule ‘no consideration no
contract’. Capacity to Contract - Persons disqualified from
contracting, effects of minor’s agreements

Unit III: Free Consent, Lawful Object and Contingent Contract
12 Hours

Free Consent - Meaning and essentials of coercion, undue
influence, fraud and misrepresentation. Mistake - Mistake
of law, mistake of fact, bilateral and unilateral mistake
(meaning only). Lawful Object - Meaning, agreements
opposed to public policy, wagering agreements .Contingent
contract - Meaning and rules, distinction between wager
and contingent contract

Unit IV: Quasi Contract, Discharge of Contract and Remedies
for the Breach of Contract 12 Hours
Quasi Contract - Meaning and circumstances.Discharge of
Contract - Meaning and various modes of
discharge.Remedies for the breach of contract - Various
remedies available for the aggrieved party

Unit V: Special Contracts 12 Hours
Contract of Indemnity - Meaning and essentials only .
Contract of guarantee - Meaning, essentials, rights of surety
and discharge of surety, distinction between Indemnity and
Guarantee. Contract of Bailment - Meaning and essentials,
duties of bailor and bailee. Contract of Pledge - Meaning
and essentials, distinction between Bailment and Pledge.
Contract of Agency - Meaning and creation of agency, rights,
duties and liabilities of agent

Unit VI: Contemporary Issues in Business Law 12 Hours
Right to Information Act, 2005 - Meaning of ‘Information’,
‘Right to Information’ -Need for Right to Information. Public
Information - Request for obtaining information. Grounds
for rejection of information. Central Information Commission
- Constitution and powers. Information Technology Act -
Purpose and significance. Cyber Crimes - Types of crimes,
nature and punishment
Intellectual Property Law - Patent, trademark, copyright and
industrial design
Case Laws:
The relevant legal point, facts and the judicial decision
relating to the following 10 case laws are to be dealt with:

i. Balfour Vs. Balfour
ii. Carlill Vs. Carbolic Smoke Ball Company

iii. Harvey Vs. Facie
iv. Felthouse Vs. Bindley
v. Durgaprasad Vs. Baldeo

vi. Mohori Bibee Vs. Dharmodas Gose
vii. Ranganayakamma Vs. Alver setty

viii. Derry Vs. Peak
ix. Hadley Vs. Baxandale
x. Planche Vs. Colburn
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smuggling, murder, giving defamatory statement etc. falls under
Criminal Law.

3. Industrial Law: This branch of law deals with the terms and
conditions and disputes regarding employment of workers in
business and industrial enterprises.

4. Constitutional Law: This law deals with the study of practices
and principles set forth by the constitution.

5. Environmental Law: This law is a set of rules and statutes that
aim to protect the environment from all types of hazards.

6. International Law: It is a set of rules generally regarded and
accepted as binding the relations among different nations of the
world.

7. Business Law: It is that branch of law which governs and
regulates trade and commerce. It deals with the rights and
obligations arising out of commercial/mercantile/business
transactions between mercantile people. The knowledge of this
branch of law would help the merchants to understand the legal
problems and practical difficulties relating to their business domain.

3. Give the meaning of ‘Principle of Equity’ and ‘Common
Law’.

Ans.:
Principles of Equity: It is based on the concept of justice, equity

and conscience. It is an unwritten law and developed seperately from
the Common Law. Over a period of time, common law became very
rigid and stereotyped and failed to provide for all rights and remedies
to the aggrieved parties. Equity covered the limitations of Common
Law, especially where it worked very harshly. A relief was  granted by
Courts of Equity/Chancery Courts (court headed by Chancellor of the
King) on the principle of justice, equity and good  conscience. It may
be noted that the law based on equity was flexible when compared to
the Common Law.

Common Law: Common Law refers to a system of law based upon
English customs, usages and traditions developed over centuries
and upheld by British courts. A decision by a court is regarded as a
precedent for deciding similar cases. It is also referred to as unwritten
law as it is not contained in any Act of legislature. The kings/queens
or their representatives used to give judgements in their courts. It
was prevalent in most of the countries which were the colonies of

CHAPTER - I

INTRODUCTION

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)
1. What is Law? What are its objectives?

Ans.:
Law is the system of rules which a particular country recognizes

as regulating the actions of its people and which it may enforce by
the imposition  of penalties. The law is important because it acts as a
guideline as to what is accepted in society. It is a must for a society to
be peaceful and problem free. Without it, there would be conflicts,
confusions and insecurity in society.

According to Salmond, “Law is the body of principles recognized
and applied by the State in the administration of justice”.

From the above definition, it is clear that law includes all the
rules and principles which regulate the relationship of people with
others and with the State. The law is a system that regulates and
ensures that individuals or a community adhere to the will of the
State.

Objects of Law:
The civilized, peaceful and orderly human life is rather impossible

without the presence of law and its enforcement by the State/
Government. The main object of law is considered to be to establish
socio-economic justice and to remove the existing imbalance in the
socio-economic structure. It aims at preserving, guiding and carrying
forward the social values of the society with a view to sustaining
liberty, achieving justice and advancing the good of the society.

2. What are the branches of Law?
Ans.:
There are different branches of law which are as follows:

1. Civil Law: Any dispute that is related to contractual agreement
can be classified under this law. In other words, any dispute that
does not involve criminal charges falls under this category.

2. Criminal Law: Any dispute that concerns a crime committed
against public authority or other citizens such as theft, kidnapping,
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3. Explain the case law, Carlill Vs. Carbolic Smoke Ball Company.

Ans.:

There was a company called Carbolic Smoke  Ball  Company which
prepared a medical preparation called Carbolic Smoke Ball. This
company gave an advertisement in several newspapers that a reward
of £100 would be given to any person who contracts influenza after
using the smoke  balls according to the printed directions. One Mrs.
Carlill used the medicine according to the directions but still
contracted influenza. So, she demanded the reward offered by the
company. But the company refused to give the reward stating that
there was no communication of acceptance of the offer by Mrs. Carlill.
The court held that she could recover the reward from the company
on the ground that company’s offer through public advertisement
amounted to a general offer and a general offer may be accepted by
any member of the public. The court also held that there was no need
for communicating the acceptance as it was a general offer given by
the company. Company was then forced to give the reward of £100 to
Mrs. Carlill as was declared by it earlier.

4. Write a note on the case law, Harvey Vs. Facie.
Ans.:
In this case, Harvey telephoned to Facie asking the latter to inform

him whether he would sell bumper ball pen and if so at what price.
Facie informed Harvey that the lowest  price was £900 without stating
that he was willing to sell pens at that price. Harvey telephoned that
he would buy at that price. Facie gave no reply to the telephone call.
Harvey filed a suit against Facie in the court of law for the  recovery
of the loss sustained by him. It was held in the  court that there was
no contract at all between  the parties  since there was no offer from
Facie to Harvey and hence, Harvey could not get the compensation
from Facie.

5. State the facts and judicial decision in the case, Felthouse
Vs. Bhidley.

Ans.:
‘F’ offered by a letter to buy his nephew’s horse for  £30 saying “If

I hear no more from you, I shall consider that the horse is mine”. The
nephew gave no reply at all to ‘F’ but told ‘B’, his auctioneer, not to
sell that particular horse as he intended to sell that horse to his

CHAPTER - II

OFFER, ACCEPTANCE, CONSIDERATION

AND CONTRACTUAL CAPACITY

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)

1. Write a note on ‘general offer’.

Ans.:

An offer made to the public at large or general public or the world
at large is known as general offer.

Example: ‘A’ makes an offer to sell his motorbike for `40,000 to
anyone in his neighbourhood is a general offer and such an offer can
be accepted by any person living in ‘A’s locality.

An offer given to the general public can be accepted by any
person. Its acceptance need not be communicated to the offeror by
the person accepting it.

2. Explain how an acceptance must be communicated.

Ans.:

Acceptance must be made according to the mode prescribed/
usual/reasonable mode: If the offeror prescribes a particular mode
of acceptance, the acceptance must be given according to the mode
prescribed by the offeror. If it is not made according to the mode
prescribed by the offeror, offeror has the right to refuse to accept the
acceptance. However, if the offeror is not very particular about the
mode he has prescribed, he may accept the acceptance which is
given by the acceptor in any mode.

Acceptance must be given within a reasonable time:  If a time
limit is specified by the offeror, the acceptance of the offer must be
made within that specific period only. If no time is specified by the
offeror, the acceptance must be given within a reasonable time. If
the acceptance is given by the acceptor after the expiry period, the
offeror can refuse to accept the acceptance.
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 Undue Influence
1. The consent is given under

moral influence.

Coercion
1. The consent is given by a

person under a threat of an
offence.
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Q

Q

a party in a contract may be forced to enter into an agreement against
his will as a result of some unfair influence or mental pressure exerted
by the other party. This happens when a special kind of relationship
exists between the parties which is such that one party is in a position
to exercise undue influence over the other. When a party enters into
a contract under any kind of mental pressure or unfair influence by
the superior party, undue influence is said to be exercised.

Undue influence is nothing but the domination of a weak mind by
a strong mind which is in a position to dominate the will of the other
person. It destroys the free mind of a person and forces him to do an
act which is against his will. The act of weaker person becomes the
act of person with stronger mind exercising the influence rather
than his own act.

Essentials/legal rules for a valid unde influence:
 Definition of undue influence given under the Act discloses the

following essentials of undue influence:
1. One party must be a in a position to dominate the will of the

other. A party in a contract would be in such a position when -
a. He holds a real or an apparent authority over the other.
b. He stands in a fiduciary relation with the other.
c. He makes a contract with another person who is in a mental

distress by the reason of old age or illness.  A person in mental  distress
can easily be induced to give his consent to a contract which may be
against his interest.

2. He must use his superior position to obtain an unfair advantage
over the weaker party. The intention of the party which has exercised
such influence must be to obtain an unfair advantage over the other.

3. The dominant person must have obtained an unfair advantage
over the weaker party by using influence.

3.   Distinguish between coercion and undue influence.
Ans.:
The main differences between coercion and undue influence can

be studied as under:

CHAPTER - III

FREE CONSENT, LAWFUL OBJECT AND

CONTINGENT CONTRACT

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)
1.  What is coercion? What are its features?
Ans.:
The term ‘coercion’ implies compelling a person to enter into a

contract. In such cases, the consent of the party is obtained by the
use of force or under a threat. If a person had been given an
opportunity to think of such a contract, he would not have given his
consent to be the party to the contract. As per the law, no person
should be forced or compelled to enter into a contract against his
will or wish.

Essentials/valid rules regarding coercion:
The above definition of coercion reveals the following

essentials of coercion:
1. It must be committing/threatening to commit any act

forbidden by Indian Penal Code.
2. Coercion must be the unlawful detaining or threatening to

detain any property belonging to the other.
3. The acts of coercion must be done with the intention of causing

the other party to enter into contract.
4. Coercion may be by way of a threat to commit suicide. If a

person forces anybody to do an act by giving a threat to commit
suicide, the threat given by him amounts to coercion.

5. Coercion may not be by way of giving a threat to file a suit. A
threat to file a civil or criminal suit in the court of law cannot be
considered to be coercion because it is not forbidden under Indian
Penal Code. However, a threat to file a suit on false charges amount
sto coercion.

2.   Write a note on ‘undue influence’.
Ans.:
Undue influence is another  vitiating (spoiling) aspect in a contract

that makes it voidable at the option of the aggrieved party. Sometimes,
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commensurate with the actual loss arising naturally from the breach.
If the aggrieved party fails to prove the actual loss it has suffered in
the contract, no damages would be awarded by the court.

2. Special damages: These are damages which are payable for
the loss arising due to some special or unusual circumstances. They
are not due to the natural or probable consequences of the breach of
contract. These damages are recoverable only if the special
circumstances were brought to the notice of the defaulting party. If
the defaulting party had no knowledge of the special damages, the
aggrieved party cannot recover the special damages.

3. Explain the facts and judicial decision in the case, Hadley
Vs. Baxandale.

Ans.:
‘A’, a mill owner, delivered a shaft of the machine for supplying the

new one at the earliest to ‘B’ a common carrier. ‘A’ informed ‘B’ that
his mill would have to stop production if there was delay in supplying
the shaft. He also informed ‘B’ about the amount of profit he would
lose if the production was stopped for want of the shaft. Unreasonable
delay by ‘B’ in supplying the shaft resulted in the stoppage of
production and in consequences. ‘A’, besides his normal profit, also
lost the profitable contract accepted by him from the government
which he did not disclose to ‘B’ at the time of delivering the shaft for
replacement. ‘A’ sued ‘B’ for the amount of profit he had lost during
the period of delay and the profit he would have earned in the
government order. Held that ‘A’ could receover only the normal profit
he had lost due to the delay and was not allowed to claim the amount
of profit he had lost in government order since ‘A’ did not bring it to
the notice of ‘B’ at the time of entering into the contract.

4. What do you mean by discharge of contract by the operation
of law?

Ans.:
In certain  circumstances, the contract is discharged by the

operation of law. It is the law which regards the contract as
discharged. The following are such circumstances:

a. By the death of the promisor:  As stated earlier in contracts
involving personal skill or ability, the contract is terminated on the
death of the promisor.   Under such circumstances, another person
cannot perform the same contract as it is rather impossible to do so.

CHAPTER - IV

QUASI CONTRACT, DISCHARGE OF

CONTRACT AND REMEDIES FOR THE BREACH

OF CONTRACT

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)

1. Write a note on ‘quasi contract’.
Ans.:
A contract is the result of an agreement between the parties

enforceable by law. However, in certain cases, the law creates and
enforces legal rights and obligations on the parties though no real
contract exists. Sometimes obligations resembling those created by
a contract are imposed by law although the parties have not intended
to enter into a contract. Even if there is no contract between the
parties, they are put in the same position as if there was a contract
between them. Such kinds of contractual relations are known as quasi
contracts (constructive contracts under English Law).

Features of quasi contracts: The following are the distinct features
of a quasi contract:

1. It is not created by an agreement rather it is imposed by law.

2. It is not a real contract, but an obligation  is imposed on a party
by law.

3. It arises from a duty of a party, and not by promise made by
him.

4. It results on the principle of equity that a person should not be
allowed unjustly to enrich himself at the expense of another person.

5. A suit for its breach may be filed in the same way as in the case
of breach of a real contract.

2. Give the meaning of direct damages and special damages.
Ans.:
Normal/direct damages: These are the damages which are

payable for the loss arising naturally and directly in the usual course
from the breach of contract. In other words, these are the damages
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Contract of Indemnity
1. There are two parties namely,

indemnifier and indemnified.

2. The liability of indemnifier to
the indemnified is primary
and independent.

3. There is only one contract, i.e.,
between indemnifier and
indemnified.

4. It is not necessary for indem-
nifier to act at the request of
the indemnified.

5. The liability of the indemni-
fier arises only on the happe-
ning of some contingency, i.e.,
when indemnified suffers a
loss.

6. The indemnifier cannot sue
the indemnified for the
amount he has paid to him as
compensation.

7. It is for compensating the loss
suffered by indemnified.

8. The indemnifier has some
interest in the transaction,
apart from indemnity.

Contract of Guarantee
1. There are three parties namely,

the principal debtor, surety and
the creditor.

2. Surety’s liability to the creditor
is collateral or subsidiary, the
primary liability being that of
the principal debtor.

3. There are three contracts in a
contract of guarantee, namely,
the first between principal
debtor and creditor, the second
between creditor and surety,
and the last between surety
and principal debtor.

4. It is absolutely necessary that
surety should give guarantee at
the request of the principal
debtor.

5. The liability of surety arises
only on the default made by the
principal debtor in the
repayment of amount due to the
creditor.

6. On the discharge of principal
debtor’s liability, the surety can
sue the principal debtor in his
own name.

7. It is for the security of the cre-
ditor ensuring his repayment.

8. The surety gets nothing
substantial for his promise.

Q

Q

Q 3.   Define ‘Bailment’ and bring out its essentials.

Ans.:

The delivery of goods by one person to another for some specific
purpose is known as bailment. A bailment is a legal relation that

CHAPTER - V

SPECIAL CONTRACTS

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)
1. Define ‘Indemnity’. What are its essentials?

Ans.:
Meaning: The term ‘indemnity’ is an act in which one party

promises to compensate the loss suffered by another person. It protects
or saves a person from bearing the loss which he has suffered. In other
words, a contract to indemnify or compensate a person from loss is
known as a contract of indemnity.

 Definition: ‘A contract of indemnity is a contract in which one
party undertakes to compensate the other from the loss suffered by
him due to the acts of the promisor or acts of any other person.’

Essentials of contract of indemnity:
 The following are the  important essentials of a contract of

indemnity.

1. It depends upon a contingency which may or may not happen.

2. It must satisfy all the requirements of a valid contract, such as
free consent, legal capacity, lawful object etc.

3. It should be performed only on the happening of an event which
must result in a loss to the indemnified.

4. Consideration is a must for the contract of indemnity and it
must be lawful.

5. Contract of indemnity may be express or implied. In an express
contract of indemnity, there is an express promise by one person to
indemnify another. On the other hand, implied indemnity may be
inferred from the circumstances of the case.

2. Distinguish between a contract of indemnity and a contract
of guarantee.

Ans.:
The main differences between a contract of indemnity and a

contract of guarantee are listed as below:
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records, documents, memos, e-mails, opinions, advices, circulars,
orders, logbooks, contracts, reports, samples, press release or data
materials held in electronic form and information relating to private
body which can be accessed by a public authority under any other
law”.

Right to information : Repeated in Q. No. 1

4.  Mention the grounds for rejection of information under
Right to Information Act, 2005.

Ans.:
An application may be rejected by a Public Information Officer

under Section 8 of the Right to Information Act, 2005 if:

1. It is not complete in any respect.
2. The information sought is such that the disclosure of which

prejudicially affects the sovereignty and integrity of the country,
strategic, scientific or economic interest of the State or affects the
relation with foreign state or lead to incitement of an offence.

3. The information sought is such that the disclosure of which has
been forbidden by law or disclosure of which constitutes contempt
of court.

4. The information sought is such that the disclosure of which
would cause breach of privilege of Parliament or State Assembly.

5. The person calls for any information involving commercial
confidence, trade secret or intellectual property, the disclosure of
which would harm the competitive position of a party.

6. The person wants any information available to a person in his
fiduciary relationship.

7. The confidential information is to be obtained from a foreign
government.

8. The person calls for any information the disclosure of which
would endanger the life or physical safety of any person.

9. The person seeks any information which would come in the
way of the process of investigation or prosecution of an offender.

10. The person seeks personal  information the disclosure of which
has no relationship to any public activity or interest, or which would
cause unwarranted invasion of the privacy of the individual.

11. The information sought is in respect of an occurrence of an
event or matter which took palce, occurred or happened more than
20 years before the date of request for information.

CHAPTER - VI

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN BUSINESS LAW

SECTION - A (6 Marks Questions)

1. Write a note on ‘Right to Information‘.
Ans.:
Right to information means right to obtain information that is

held by any public authority or any private authority under the
control of any public authority. It includes the right to -

1. Pose any question to the government authority or seek any
information from it.

2. Take certified copies of any government record or document.

3. Inspect any government record or document.

4. Inspect any government work/project, take certified samples of
materials used in government constructions.

2.   What are the objects of Right to Information Act, 2005?
Ans.:
Right to Information Act, 2005 is an Act of the Parliament of India

to provide for setting out practical regime of right to information for
citizens and replaces the Freedom of Information Act, 2002. This law
was enacted by Government of India which extends to the whole of
India except the state of Jammu and Kashmir on 15th June, 2005. It
came into force on 12th October, 2005 with following objects:

1. To promote transparent and accountability in the working of
every public authority.

2. To secure access to information held by any public authorities.
3. To provide for effective mechanism for access to information

and disclosure by authorities.
4. To establish a machinery with investigating powers to review

the decisions of Public Information Officers and penal provisions for
failure to provide information.

3. Write notes on ‘Information’ and ‘Right to Information’.
Ans.:
According Section 2(1) of the Right to Information Act, 2005,

“Information means any material in any form which may include
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